
Thesis Statement & Blueprint 

[Passing] Explains the problem or question being addressed; presents the paper’s purpose or thesis; and 
provides an overview/blueprint of paper. 

[Almost There] Problem statement missing; thesis unclear; does not fully answer the question or make 
blueprint clear. 

[Failing] Paper begins with no (or unrelated) context; lacks thesis statement; reader is confused about 
what the paper is trying to do. 

 

Quality of Ideas & Argument 

[Passing] Strong insights; remains focused on the thesis; good reasoning; gives very specific points rather 
than generalizing; ideas are original and thoughtful. 

[Almost There] Some good insights; loses focus on thesis; gaps in argument; unsupported 
generalizations; ideas are not complex and unoriginal; thesis is an obvious, not an arguable claim. 

[Failing] Fails to adequately earn conclusions about thesis; contains no clear argument; descriptive rather 
than analytical; ideas disconnected, unsupported, or unrelated to thesis. 

 

Presence and Relevance of Evidence 

[Passing] Excellent use of at least two scholarly  sources; paraphrasing and direction quotation of sources 
present and appropriately applied to further thesis; effectively provides relevant examples and textual 
evidence. 

[Almost There] Uneven use of evidence and examples; more summary than analysis of text; evidence not 
always directly relevant; overreliance on one source. 

[Failing] Lack of evidence and examples; evidence, if provided, not related to overall argument; limited 
reference to textual materials. 

 

“Unpacking” Evidence 

[Passing] Student introduces quotes with a phrase and integrates them into the sentence with smooth 
transitions and proper format; “unpacks” quotes and explains why evidence supports argument; doesn’t 
use lengthy or block quotes. 

[Almost There] Student introduces quotes but fails to unpack them; significance of quotes not readily 
apparent; uses lengthy or block quotes without breaking them down. 

[Failing] Student slaps quotations down into paper without introductory phrase (i.e. the quote is a 
stand-alone sentence); student does not explain or unpack quotes at all; unclear whether student 
understands source being used. 



 

Organization & Clarity 

[Passing] Clear, well-organized paper that follows the blueprint; paragraphs are well-developed; paper 
flows logically with strong topic sentences and use of PIE (point, illustration, explanation) in most 
paragraphs; reader doesn’t get lost. 

[Almost There] Generally sound organization; some topic sentences strong, others weak; some 
paragraphs not fully developed (lack of use of PIE paragraphs); reader occasionally confused by awkward 
organization; unclear sentences; fuzzy ideas. 

[Failing] Poor organization and fails to show blueprint; paper not structured around coherent points and 
paragraphs; prose is hard to follow and understand; poor sentence structure gets in the way of meaning. 

 

Editing & Manuscript Form 

[Passing] Flawless paper, or an occasional minor error; looks like a professional paper; notations follow 
MLA format; has a two-part title. 

[Almost There] Distractions due to spelling, punctuation, and grammatical errors; writer seems a bit 
careless; varies from MLA format somewhat but has a title and Works Cited page. 

[Failing] Paper contains serious errors in grammar, spelling, and punctuation; lacks editing; does not 
follow MLA format; title and Works Cited page are missing. 

 

Word Count 

[Passing] Paper meets the requirements of 8-10 full pages. 

[Almost There] Paper is less than 100 words short of minimum requirement of 8 full pages. 

[Failing] Paper is more than 100 words short of minimum requirement of 8 full pages. 


